MEMORANDUM
To:

Bedford Town Council

From: Rick Sawyer, Town Manager
Date:

October 7, 2016

Re:

PFC Drinking Water Contamination Update

1. Merrimack Landfill ½ Mile
Study Area – Although not
reflected in their published
mapping (right) as of yet the
property at the end of Amber
Lane shown at 52 ppt was
retested and now has a

106

reading of 106 ppt (88 PFOS
& 18 PFOA). It is my
understanding that DES
immediately provided this
family with bottled water. As
we have previously reported

this property was being retested given the concerns of lab discrepancies and now the results for
the other properties in the study area will be reprocessed.
2. Bedford Landfill – Although
a new map has not been
created DES has informed
me that they have
completed 22 of the 27 test
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in the study area and no
results of concern have been
found. A test of our well
that serves the transfer
station office has been
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completed with results of
approximately 58 ppt,
however the water is not used for drinking.
3. Public Water Supply Study Area - Greenfield Farms/Cabot Preserve area which receives water
from Pennichuck via the Merrimack Village Water District (MVD). The most recent test results
available for this system was completed on September 20, 2016 and was 15 ppt of PFOA with no

detect for PFOS.
This marked
several months of
results at or
below 17 ppt as a
result of MVD utilizing their least contaminated wells.
The chart to the right
indicates that the MVD
wells continue to have very
good readings through
September 1, 2016 with
fluctuations of PFOA in the
readings for all of the wells
but with the highest
reading of 29 ppt.
NH DHHS has announced a
health assessment program
for those residents that
have had a long term
exposure to MVD water by
testing blood (serum) of 200
randomly selected MVD customers.

Randomly selected households will be mailed a letter

beginning the week of October 3rd to offer them the chance to participate by filling out a
questionnaire and then having their blood drawn for testing. There is no charge to the residents
for this program. Once 200 people have registered, they will be sent a requisition form and
instructions on how to get their blood drawn. All participants will receive a copy of their individual
results in the mail. A summary of the community’s results will be shared with participants and with
the public. The results can be compared with other tested populations, including the general U.S.
population, other communities tested in New Hampshire, and other communities of concern
around the country.
4. Saint-Gobain 1.5 Mile Private Well Study Area – It is my understanding that DES has decided
to further study the outer limits on this study area and 1,000 additional water sampling requests
have been mailed out to the various communities. I also understand that DES may now only be
requiring Saint-Gobain to install point of use systems in those homes with readings over 70 ppt
for the winter months and that they will be scheduling a public meeting in Bedford soon to
discuss the next steps. I expect to meet with our consultant next week who has been studying
the 11 options for extending municipal water to the area.
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The Department of Health and
Human Services is completing
PFC blood testing for those
residents receiving bottled water.
These residents are encouraged
to call 603-271-9461 to register.
We continue to provide
announcements on the Town
Website, Facebook Page, BCTV, and
WBNH. DES has established a
dedicated phone number for those
impacted residents (603) 271-9461.
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